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Disclaimer:
All LED Direct products must be installed by a qualified electrician in accordance with that countries current laws and health and safety 
legislation. It is the responsibility of the contractor, installer, owner, purchaser, and user to ensure the equipment is installed, maintained 
and operated in such a manner as to satisfy that countries current regulations and legislation.
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125W HIGH BAY

The LED Direct DELTA high bay range is 
available in 125W, 175W, 250W, 300W and 
350W versions. 

The DEL TA range is a high performance IP65 
rated low bay and high bay lighting systems 
suitable for connection to a 230 Volt AC supply. 

Unique revolutionary design enables the DELTA 
series to provide a unique range of lensesto 
ensure excellent beam control and light distri
bution making the DEL TA High Bay range ideal 
for aisles as well as open areas in coldstores, 
warehouses, workshops, sports halls, auditoriums, 
theatres and many other areas. 

There are a number of luminaires in the high  
bay range and a choice of lenses available  
to ensure LED Direct can offer the best light  
to suit your application. 

This high performance range of LED luminaires 
can significantly reduce energy consumption, 
carbon emissions and running costs. 

Due to the extensive lifespan of the LED chip 
of around 50,000 hours, maintenance costs are 
dramatically reduced. 
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Delta
125W HIGH BAY

WATTAGE 125W

INPUT V OLTAGE RANGE 100 V-277/480 AC

POWER FACTOR @230 VAC > 0.9

FREQUENCY 50 I 60Hz

LED MAKE 72PCS CREE XTE

SAFETY STANDARD EN60598

EMC/EMI STANDARD EN61547/ EN55015

LUMINOUS FLUX 13875 Lumen (at 6000 K)

COLOUR TEMPERATURE 3000 K / 4000 K / 6000 K

COLOUR RENDITION >70

OPTICS CLEAR

BEAM ANGLE WIDE

DISTRIBUTION SYMMETRICAL

MOUNTING SURFACE

HOUSING ALUMINIUM

COLOUR NATURAL

DIMENSIONS 574 x 355 x 224 mm

PROTECTION IP65

TEMPERATURE RANGE -20 °C to 55 °C

WEIGHT 15.0 Kg

DELTA 125W HIGH BAY 
RANGE 

DELTA 125W HB

DELTA 175W HB

DELTA 250W HB

DELTA 300W HB

DELTA 350W HB


